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Abstract
We present iDeA, an immersive user interface for debug-
ging concurrent actor programs communicating through
asynchronous message passing. iDeA is based on the hy-
pothesis that debugging and understanding actor programs
is a cognitive task which can be greatly facilitated by the vi-
sualization and interaction capabilities of modern immersive
environments. The fundamental abstraction for visualization
in iDeA is a concurrent trace: a partially ordered sequence of
asynchronous messages exchanged in the execution. iDeA
provides a 3D interface in virtual reality for users to visualize
and manipulate program traces: users can set breakpoints,
query actor state, step through traces forward and backward,
and perform causal history of messages in a trace.

While themodularity of iDeA enables debugging any actor
program provided that the program events are collected and
communicated to the visualization end, our implementation
of iDeA targets actor programs written in Akka framework
in Scala.

CCS Concepts • Software and its engineering → Soft-
ware testing and debugging; • Human-centered com-
puting→ Visualization; • Computingmethodologies→
Distributed computing methodologies;

Keywords actor programs, debugging, concurrency, visu-
alization, virtual reality
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1 Introduction
Concurrent components interacting through asynchronous
message passing are the basis formanymodern applications—
from large-scale servers to responsive user apps on the web
or mobile platforms to networked embedded systems. The
actor model of programming [2, 21] is a popular way to struc-
ture such applications. This model provides a high-level con-
currency abstraction consisting of lightweight computation
units called actors, which operate on an isolated, encapsu-
lated state and communicate with each other by sending and
receiving messages asynchronously. An application-level
scheduler co-ordinates the execution by picking an actor
which has an outstanding message waiting to be processed
and executing it serially. Executing the message receipt re-
sults in an update of the actor’s local state as well as further
messages sent to the actors for future processing. The high-
level concurrency abstraction relieves the programmers from
explicitly considering low-level aspects of concurrency such
as threading, locks, or shared global state. The popularity of
the model is shown by its widespread availability, either as a
language construct (e.g., Erlang, P, Scratch) or as a library on
top of an asynchronous programming interface (e.g., Akka
for Scala and Java, Asynchronous Agents in C#, and many
others).
In spite of the higher-level concurrency abstraction, pro-

gram comprehension and debugging for actor programs is
not easy. While each actor processes its messages serially,
the delivery of messages across different actors is concurrent.
This leads to complex concurrent chains of asynchronous
messages. The behavior of the system depends on the spe-
cific processing order and a subtle change in the ordering
can lead to unexpected program behaviors. At the same
time, modern IDEs provide rudimentary support for under-
standing and debugging concurrent programs at this level
of abstraction. Most debugging frameworks only provide
functionality appropriate for sequential or low-level concur-
rent code (step through code, query state or variables or the
call stack, set statement-level breakpoints) or a thin layer
on top (intercept messages or visualize message sequences
in 2D [10, 13, 14, 37]). Consequently, the main tool for de-
bugging today is programmer-inserted log messages and
understanding concurrency from a serial log of execution.

In this paper, we present iDeA, an immersiveDebugger for
Actor programs. iDeA is an immersive environment for the
HTC Vive virtual reality device, and provides a simple, visual
user interface for debugging actor programs written in Akka,

https://doi.org/10.1145/3239332.3242762
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an actor framework for the Scala language.1 The architecture
of iDeA has two parts. The first part intercepts scheduling
choices by replacing the underlying scheduler and exports
the event for visualization and debugging. The second part
performs trace visualization and direct manipulation through
debug actions.
The two key concepts underlying iDeA are debugging at

the message level and immersive visualization and animation.
Message-level Debugging. iDeA is intended for debugging sit-
uations where the serial behavior of each actor (the response
to a single received request) is understood, but the global be-
havior of many messages is not understood. This is the case
for many concurrent protocols where the programmer must
explore and understand the set of global traces of messages.
Consequently, the visual interface in iDeA presents actors as
3D visual entities arranged in 3D space, messages as arrows
between objects which fade over time, and provides capabil-
ities for playing and manipulating sequences of messages.2
The notion of an atomic step is not statement-level execution,
but the atomic handling of a message by an actor. Similarly,
state of the system is defined only at schedule points; we do
not provide statement-level state changes for each actor.

Thus, iDeA enables a high-level interaction with the exe-
cuting program at the level of the concurrencymodel. Instead
of stepping over a single statement or watching the value of a
local variable between two statements in a message handler,
users step over processing a single message (whose execu-
tion is semantically atomic in an actor program execution).
Users can set breakpoints on certain actors so that execution
breaks before these actors receive the next message. At any
point of execution, programmers can point to an actor and
query its state and the state of its message queue. Analogous
to watch variables in conventional debuggers, evolution of
actor state is animated along with the trace. Further, the
user can “time travel” along the trace to explore the timing
behavior of the execution.
While many debug actions replay the current execution

deterministically, leaving the scheduling actions arbitrary,
iDeA users can also influence the scheduling choice online
by picking a specific actor to be scheduled in the next step.
Events are executed in “logical time”: we do not consider
real-time behavior.
Working at the level of the concurrency model allows us

to support domain-specific debugging aids backed by pro-
gram analysis. As an example of a domain-specific program
analysis and its visualization, we have implemented causal-
ity analysis as a built-in debug feature in iDeA. In causality
analysis, the user can annotate a set of actors and then trace
how other actors are causally related to the source actors
through the exchange of messages.

1 Akka is available from http://akka.io.
2 For some actor programs, such as in air traffic control or IoT, there is a
natural mapping from program-level actors to 3D space.

While we provide text logs for the current trace within
the interface, we do not provide a capability to directly ma-
nipulate the code at the textual level within iDeA because
current VR environments do not provide enough resolution
or interaction modalities for convenient text editing.

Immersive Visualization Environment. The visual metaphor in
iDeA represents actors as geometric entities in 3D space and
messages as dynamically constructed arrows between these
entities. Thus, traces are animations of arrow sequences
with manipulation capabilities to focus attention on various
aspects of the execution.

The visual interface of iDeA is predicated on the assump-
tion that trace animation in an immersive environment can be
more effective for debugging and understanding large-scale
concurrent actor systems than a traditional 2D-screen inter-
face. We justify our assumption based on recent research in
visual perception experiments in immersive environments
as well as on previous research on non-immersive trace vi-
sualization for program comprehension.
Recent research in visual search [42] shows that visual

search can be performed in reasonable time in an immersive
environment with over a thousand distractors; comparable
experiments in 2D environments scale only to less than hun-
dred distractors. People quickly learn positions of objects
in 3D space and spatial memory can guide visual search in
an immersive setting [26, 34]. The importance of peripheral
vision in perceptual processing has been studied extensively
[47, 48]. In an immersive environment, the transference of
attention from a focus area to the periphery can be seamless
(and simply involves moving the eye/head/bearing), whereas
in a typical 2D environment requires an explicit interaction.

iDeA assumes that evolution of state in a concurrent pro-
gram can be effectively explored through animation. While
animation may not be effective in every visualization sit-
uation, there is prior evidence that it can be effective in
concurrent program comprehension (see, e.g., [11, 50] and
the references therein). Animation has been used success-
fully in understanding evolution of developer workflows in
the code_swarm tool [45]. Developer workflows have fea-
tures very similar to actor-based programs. In the field of
high-performance computing, (2D) animation has been used
effectively to understand message-passing behavior of large-
scale parallel programs [20, 24, 25, 50]. In contrast to many
of these systems, where the focus was simply to visualize a
trace, iDeA goes further in allowing interactive exploration
of the trace in the context of program debugging.
The key to effective exploration of traces for large pro-

grams is the ability to suppress information. In iDeA, we
provide two different mechanisms to focus attention. First,
we provide an area of focus where the user can drop selected
actors. The area of focus exploits the natural visual focus of
the human perceptual system, while keeping other actors
in peripheral vision. Second, we provide user interaction

http://akka.io
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modes to suppress messages in untracked actors. Together
with time travel, this allows effective navigation of traces.
Contributions.We summarize our contributions. iDeA3 is the
first immersive debugging system for actor-based, asynchro-
nous message-passing programs. It provides an integrated
environment for post mortem and online debugging of pro-
grams, and provides functionality for:
• Recording and deterministically reproducing execution
traces and visualizing them in an interactive 3D virtual
environment.

• Time-travel debuggingwith focus of attention at the level
of the concurrency model, with animation of the state
and message sequences and visual (“point and click”)
options for debugging tasks such as breakpoints.

• Online control of the underlying message scheduler as
well as offline playback of a trace.

• Integrationwith dynamic program analyses such as causal-
ity analysis on actors.

While we acknowledge that iDeA scratches the surface of
immersive environments for program comprehension and
leaves many questions relating to user perception of concur-
rent program executions open, we believe it is a useful first
step towards expressive immersive program visualization
and debugging environments.

2 Motivation
2.1 Programming Model
The actor model of programming is a high-level program-
ming model that is concurrent and distributed by design.
Actor programs consist of actors, which are independent
computation units with their own local state. Actors do not
share state and communicate with each other by exchanging
asynchronous messages.

Actor model implementations associate each actor a mail-
box which collects messages sent to that actor. An actor
processes messages in its mailbox serially. In response to
processing a message, an actor can send further messages,
create new actors, and update its local state. An actor’s be-
havior —including which messages it is prepared to handle—
depends on its local state and may change when it processes
a message. An actor program is scheduled by an application-
level scheduler which picks which actor to run next. While
the scheduler may internally use a thread pool, the lack of
global state maintains the atomicity of each actor.

Due to the asynchrony and concurrency in actor programs,
a program can have several different executions. Messages
sent to an actor from other actors are concurrent to each
other and can be delivered to its mailbox in any order. Dif-
ferent implementations of the actor model pose additional
constraints on possible executions. In this work, we use the
Akka actor library [3]. While Akka runtime has a message
3The videos showing the functionality of iDeA can be found at http://vr.
mpi-sws.org/idea.

def waiting_for(chopstickToWaitFor: ActorRef,
otherChopstick: ActorRef): Receive = {

case Taken(`chopstickToWaitFor`) =>
context.become(eating)
self ! Think

case Busy(`chopstickToWaitFor`) =>
context.become(thinking)
// The programmer omits the following line:
// otherChopstick ! Put(self)
self ! Eat

}

Figure 1. Code excerpt from a buggy implementation of
the dining philosophers problem. It is missing a message
exchange between Philosopher and Chopstick actors.

(a) A buggy execution (b) A correct execution

Figure 2. The sequence diagrams for two different execu-
tions. The bug occurs when the philosopher actor receives
the Takenmessage before the Busymessage. The code for only
waiting_for behavior is presented due to space constraints.

ordering guarantee per sender-receiver pair (i.e., for a given
pair of actors, messages sent directly from the first actor
to the second will be received in-order), it has no ordering
guarantees on messages sent by other actors. Thus, message
exchanges should be orchestrated in a way that the program
behaves as expected in all possible orderings of messages.

2.2 Motivating Example
We now present a sample buggy code to show that users
need to understand communication patterns in an execution
to detect problematic behavior in actor programs.

Figure 1 shows an excerpt from an implementation of the
dining philosophers problem [22] in Scala using the Akka
actor library. The program consists of some Philosopher and
Chopstick actors. Each Philosopher actor communicates with
two Chopstick actors and each Chopstick actor communicates
with two Philosopher actors. A Philosopher sends a message
to a Chopstick either to take the resource or to put it back.
Similarly, a Chopstick responds by sending a notification
if the actor can take the resource or if it is busy (already
taken by some other Philosopher). The program starts with
Philosophers sending messages to Chopsticks.

http://vr.mpi-sws.org/idea
http://vr.mpi-sws.org/idea
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Figure 3. The thread call stack shows unrelevant informa-
tion for the message communication. It lists the method calls
in the framework but it does not show the sender and the
content of the received message.

In the code sample, the Philosopher actor behavior waiting_for
is given.4 A philosopher reaches this behavior when it ac-
quires one of the chopsticks (otherChopstick in the code). In
this behavior, the actor responds to either a Taken or Busymes-
sage received from the second chopstick. The Taken message
is sent by the chopstick if it was available when it received
the philosopher’s request and hence can be taken by this
Philosopher. If this is the case, the Philosopher has both of the
chopsticks and updates its behavior to eating. It also sends
a Think message to itself so that it can update its behavior
to thinking in the future, when it receives this message. The
Busy message is sent by a chopstick if it is already acquired
by another philosopher. In this case, the Philosopher updates
its behavior to thinking and sends an Eat message to itself to
ask for the chopticks again when it receives this message in
the future.

The given code has a bug which leads to a deadlock where
none of the philosophers can acquire both chopsticks. This
is because the commented line, which sends a Put message
to release the already acquired chopstick if the second one
cannot be retrieved, has been omitted. Thus, one of the re-
sources stays unavailable even though no philosopher uses it.
The sequence diagrams for a buggy and a correct execution
are given in Figure 2.
The buggy behavior in this example occurs only when

the message from the available resource is processed before
the message from the busy resource. Depending on different
ordering of messages in the system, the bug may appear
earlier or later in an execution trace. To analyze a buggy trace,
one needs to have an understanding of the communication
in the application.
4 In Akka, an actor behavior is defined as a partial function of type Receive
(i.e., PartialFunction[Any, Unit], which accepts any message type
and does not return a value). The application logic case splits on the kind
of message and implements the intended behavior.

In order to debug the problem, the user should be able
to easily visualize the trace (sequence of messages between
actors) leading to the problem, potentially moving back and
forward in time, be able to query the state of each actor,
set breakpoints on an actor of interest, and check which
actors are transitively influenced by a message (causal flow).
Additionally, she should be able to play around with different
schedule choices at different points in the trace.

2.3 Debugging with Conventional Tools
Conventional debugging tools in IDEs do not provide high-
level information to reason about communication patterns
in actor programs. They mainly provide the user with the
ability of setting breakpoints at some statements, run pro-
gram to these breakpoints, step forward in the execution and
watch the variable values of interest. The main information
provided by these tools (i.e., variable values and method call
stacks of threads), are not sufficient to debug actor programs.

Watching values of the program variables does not reveal
concurrent interactions between actors. Moreover, the cur-
rent behavior of an actor (e.g., the behavior function defining
how the actor handles a message) is not immediately visible
from program variables. Actor behavior is implemented in
the actor library using a stack of message handling methods.
One has to analyze the relevant variables in the actor library
to infer about the change of actor behavior.
The thread call stack information is not relevant while

debugging an actor program, since the actor abstraction is
not tied to underlying threads. For a sequential program, the
method call stack provides the context that leads to the cur-
rent point of execution. However, in actor based programs,
the call stack only roots back to the message handler method
invoked on a worker thread by the scheduler. For example,
Figure 3 provides a sample call stack5 obtained from IntelliJ
IDE. This information gives no clue about the program state
prior to the currently processed message (e.g., which actor
sent this message in response to which program action).
The limitation of conventional debuggers has led to spe-

cialized debuggers for message passing programs [13, 14, 37].
iDeA shares the philosophy of these tools, but integrates
debugging with an immersive visualization on the one hand
and provides expressive primitives such as time travel, on-
line control of scheduling, and dynamic analysis such as
causality on the other hand. Table 1 summarizes the actions
available to iDeA. We describe the architecture of iDeA and
these features in the next two sections.

3 iDeA Architecture
Figure 4 shows the architecture of iDeA. It consists of two
main parts: the programming infrastructure and the visu-
alization infrastructure. These pieces are decoupled from

5Here we provide the call stack for Akka implementation in Scala. The
information revealed in the call stack might differ in other languages.
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Figure 4. The architecture of our tool. 1. The user provides
debugger inputs in the VR environment. 2-3. The user re-
quest is sent to program environment. 4. The dispatcher
processes the user request. 5. The dispatcher collects pro-
gram events. 6-7. The dispatcher sends the program response.
8. Program events generated in response to the user request
are visualized.

each other by means of a simple server application which
forwards user actions from the visualization interface (e.g.,
scheduler choices) to the running program and program
events (e.g., messages sent and received by actors) to the
visualization interface. We have developed a JSON-based
protocol to exchange messages between the two parts.

The programming infrastructure runs the application be-
ing debugged using an instrumented message dispatcher.
The instrumented dispatcher is the primary component im-
plementing the debugger logic on the programming side. It
processes the user inputs for debugging, collects relevant
program events, and sends them to the visual environment
for visualization. Additionally, the programming infrastruc-
ture provides a set of debugging libraries to integrate an actor
program to iDeA; these include visual elements for describ-
ing an actor or displaying its state. With the instrumented
message dispatcher, we can run Akka applications on the
unmodified Akka runtime [3] with a configuration to use
our dispatcher instrumented with debugger functionality.

The visualization environment is a 3D virtual reality envi-
ronment that visualizes program events online (as they occur
in execution) and presents and handles user interface (UI)
options. It enables users to explore and understand message
exchanges between actors and state evolution. We use the
HTC Vive Virtual Reality (VR) head mounted display and
hand controllers along with Unity3D Game Engine [54] to
implement the immersive visualization environment.

While we focus on Akka, the loose coupling between the
two parts of iDeA makes it easy to extend to other program-
ming languages and libraries (provided that the message
dispatcher in the new programming environment communi-
cates with the visualization part with our protocol).

3.1 Instrumented Dispatcher
The core logic of our debugger is implemented in a custom
Akka message dispatcher which we have instrumented with
the ability to enforce a specific delivery order of messages

and to collect program events. The message dispatcher sub-
classes akka.dispatch.Dispatcher from the Akka framework
and is invoked by the Akka runtime each time a message is
sent to an actor to deliver the sent message to the recipient
actor’s mailbox. We have modifed the standard dispatcher to
intercept all messages to program actors and collect them in
buffers. The dispatcher delivers a message from the buffer to
its recipient actor only when there is a user request for this
dispatch. To serialize the processing of messages in the ap-
plication, the dispatcher is configured to use a single thread.
However, since actors do not share state, this does not rule
out potential behaviors.6
The dispatcher communicates with the DebuggingHelper

actor to handle user requests from the server. We define
a message hierarchy to refer to different functionality re-
quests from the visualization infrastructure. Whenever the
dispatcher receives such a message, it handles the associated
request.

Our dispatcher supports the following user requests:
• Dispatching the next message for delivery (either a
message selected at runtime or replaying the next mes-
sage in a recorded trace). The dispatcher delivers the
message and processes the mailbox of the recipient
actor synchronously. During the processing of the mes-
sage, it collects program events for created actors and
messages sent. After message processing is finished,
it sends the collected list of program events as the
response back to the server.

• Querying the behavior and the local state of an ac-
tor: the dispatcher retrieves the actor state using a
programmer-specified handler or by reflection.

• Setting a breakpoint on an actor: the dispatcher inter-
nally maintains a list of actors with breakpoints and,
in the execution of the recorded trace, the execution
breaks before a breakpointed actor receives its next
message.

• Going back to a previous point in the execution: the
dispatcher records a history of events at each point in
the execution. When the user goes back in execution
history, the dispatcher repeats sending the same pro-
gram events executed until the current point in actual
execution is reached.

Note that iDeA explores the non-determinism of an actor
program at the scheduling level. Thus, an atomic step in iDeA
is the processing of a single message, and not the execution of
a single instruction. A step forward in the execution results
in handling of a message, during which messages may be
sent to some actors, new actors can be constructed, and the
recevier’s state is updated atomically.

6 In principle, Akka actors can run arbitrary Scala code, including threads
and shared state between actors. Our current implementation ignores the ad-
ditional source of non-determinism arising out of low-level shared memory
concurrency.
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Figure 5. The visualization environment. One of the actors
is highlighted suggesting it is involved in the current action.

3.2 Visualization Environment
Visualization Metaphors. In iDeA, actors are represented as
3D visual entities in space. The shape of an actor is customiz-
able, and can range from simple geometric bodies such as
a cube, sphere, or cylinder) to specialized 3D meshes. By
default, the shape is fixed for a class, therefore instances of
the same kind of actor have the same shape and are easy to
identify.
Messages between actors are represented as dynamic ar-

rows between the sender and the receiver. The arrows fade
over time, thus the current visual state maintains a short-
term history of messages in the system. Virtual time (schedul-
ing steps) coincides with actual animation time: at any point,
the set of geometric bodies represent the “current state” and
evolution of the state is represented as animation of message
arrows.
The iconography uses shape, color, and visual boxes for

visual representation of state and to guide attention. For
example, a small box representing an actor’s mailbox comes
up on top of actors that have one or more pending messages
and a screen displaying the internal state opens up below an
actor when its state is queried. When an actor is involved in
an action, as a sender or as a recipient, it is highlighted so
as to guide attention to it. Breakpoints are visualized using
arrows above the actor, and a transparent box represents
“source events” for causality.

3DWorkspace.The virtual environment consists of aworkspace
(7m x 6m) where all actors are instantiated. In addition, there
is an area marked red (1m x 1m) where system actors (all
actors are ~(0.2m x 0.2m x 0.2m)) are instantiated (see Figure
5). This demarcation is done to avoid system actors from
cluttering the primary workspace. A virtual console adjacent
to the workspace explicitly lists all events happening online
in text form. Users can freely move around the workspace
by either walking or by teleporting to a particular location.
A portion of the workspace is demarcated as a focus area by
highlighting the ground. Actors can be brought to the focus
area through point-and-click.

Interaction Mechanism. Two tracked hand controllers are
used for interacting with the system. One of them has a
laser pointer attached to it and is used for functionality that
requires a user to point at something (teleporting to a point,
querying a particular actor, etc.). The other controller is
used for functionality that does not require pointing (next
step in trace, increasing/decreasing simulation speed, etc.).
The controllers can also be used for picking up actors and
reorganizing them in the workspace.

Programmer API for Visualization. The visualization library
in iDeA provides a user API that enables users to provide
customized information and visualization options for the
debugging process. Briefly, users can use API methods for:

• Specifying which information is to be displayed/visual-
ized. Developers usually have suspicions about certain
actors, variables, or messages being responsible for
unexpected program behavior. Users can use the API
to customize which information is visualized when an
actor state or message content is queried.

• Specifying how to display information. Users can spec-
ify some 3D shapes to be used for visualizing certain
actors. They can also specify a topography of the ac-
tor system by providing coordinates for actors to be
displayed in.

• Specifying timer scheduled messages. Users must call
the specific scheduling methods in the API instead of
default timed scheduler methods provided by the Akka
library to enable our dispatcher to control the order
of timed messages.

• Configuring options. Configuration parameters such
as which trace is to be replayed, granularity of virtual
time advancement, etc. can be provided by either using
the API or the debugging configuration file.

4 Debugging in iDeA
In this section, we explain the debugging functionality pro-
vided by iDeA, summarized in Table 1.

4.1 Basic Debugging Functionality
Querying Actor State and Mailbox. An actor encapsulates its
local variables, behavior (i.e. how it handles the received
messages) and its mailbox (which keeps the messages de-
livered to it). To observe the actor state using a traditional
debugger, one needs to log or watch the values of specific
local variables, analyze the contents of the behavior stack
and the mailbox implemented in the actor framework. iDeA
provides quick access to this information by pointing at an
actor and querying its state (see Figure 6). Once queried, a
black console appears below the actor’s visual representa-
tion which lists its local variable values. The variables and
the state information to be displayed can be configured to
avoid clutter in the visualization. Also, the actor metaphor
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Table 1. Goals in iDeA and the corresponding operations in traditional debuggers (e.g., IntelliJ commonly used for Scala)

Goal Description Traditional Debugger (e.g., IntelliJ Debugger)

Basic debugging functional-
ity

Query actor state Query the local variables, current behavior
and the mailbox of an actor

Watch specific program variables, including the vari-
ables for actor behavior and the mailbox defined in the
actor framework

Step forward Go forward in the execution until the next
message is received by an actor

Step to next statement/block in the execution until the
next message is received, or use additional breakpoints

Set/unset a breakpoint Mark an actor so that the execution suspends
before that actor receives a message

Add/remove statement-level breakpoints to message
handlers

Continue until breakpoint Run the program until a breakpointed actor
receives a message

Continue until breakpoint (causes all instances of the
actors using the breakpointed statement to hit the break-
point unless additional checks are applied)

Trace manipulation

Display execution history Display the sequence of messages exchanged
between the actors and created/destroyed ac-
tors

Explicitly add log statements

Backtrack to a previous step Go back to a previous step in the execution
trace

Not directly supported

Manipulating schedule Enforce a selected actor to receive its next
message

Not directly supported

Visualization helpers

Positioning Actors Prespecify a topography of actor metaphor
positions or move them on the runtime

-

Tracking Causality Track the messages caused by a certain ac-
tor/message transitively

-

Suppressing actors Suppress the visualization of unrelevant actor
messages

-

Focus Area Move a selected set of actors to a focus area -

Figure 6. State of pongActor1 is queried.

color is updated, representing its behavior. As color is an eas-
ily identifiable feature [15], it can be used as an abstraction
to encode relevant information (e.g. how active an actor is,
what behavior it currently exhibits, if it is busy or free, etc.).
The mailbox information (i.e. number of messages and the
next message) is displayed above the actor’s mailbox.

Stepping Forward. iDeA supports message-oriented stepping
which is shown to be effective for message passing programs
[37, 41, 51, 52]. A step is defined by the atomic processing
of a single actor message and the user can progress for-
ward in the execution by stepping to the next message. After
processing each step, iDeA visualizes the program actions
(i.e., creation/destroyal of actors and sending/receiving or
dropping of messages) executed in this step. As an exam-
ple, Figure 7 shows an actor Entity-E sending a message to
Resource-1 and Resource-5 during processing of its message.

Deterministic Record/Replay of Traces. The instrumented dis-
patcher can deterministically record an execution trace since
it processes and records only a single message at a time.
Since an execution of an actor program can be defined as a
sequence of messages processed, it suffices to record only
the messages and the order in which they are received and
processed in the execution.
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Figure 7. Looking at the arcs, it is easy
to identify that Entity-E sends a message
to Resource-1 and Resource-5.

Figure 8. A breakpoint is set on
pingActor2.

Figure 9. The white bullet correspond-
ing to an atomic step can be selected to
go back to that point in history.

A recorded execution trace can be replayed determinis-
tically by (i) replaying the exact same order of message ex-
change as in the recorded trace, (ii) determinizing the or-
der of timed scheduler messages w.r.t. actor messages, and
(iii) determinizing other sources of nondeterminism (e.g.,
randomness using the same randomization seed). In some
applications, certain messages are sent to actors after some
time delay or periodically over time. Due to timing nonde-
terminism, the ordering of these messages with respect to
other actor messages is not deterministic. Hence for (ii), we
introduce a virtual timed scheduler. This scheduler uses a
timer actor that always has a message in its mailbox that
advances time when received. As messages to the timer actor
are controlled as well as other actors, the advancement of
time (and hence when to send a timed message to an actor’s
mailbox) is determinized.
Setting/Unsetting Breakpoints. Similar to the stepping opera-
tion, breakpoints are supported in message-oriented notion,
which are hit just before certain messages are received. iDeA
allows its users to set breakpoints on actors, so that it is hit
before the selected actor receives its next message. Break-
points are visually represented as an arrow on top of the
breakpointed actor, as in Figure 8.
Continue until Breakpoints. By default, iDeA suspends the
execution after processing each message. The continue op-
eration provides running the program uninterruptedly until
a breakpoint is hit. This is useful for debugging long traces
where only certain actor messages are of interest.

4.2 Trace Manipulation
Display Execution History. The sequence of executed program
actions are listed in a console in the virtual environment (see
Figure 9). The program actions executed as part of process-
ing the same message are grouped and labeled with bullets.
This allows the programmer to see the atomically executed
actions. Each time the user steps forward in the execution, a
new bullet with the recent program actions is prepended to
the console.
Enforce a Schedule. By default, iDeA runs an execution re-
playing a recorded schedule (e.g., a schedule determined to

be problematic). However, iDeA also allows the user to devi-
ate from the recorded trace by selecting the next message to
be delivered. The user can point at an actor and click a cer-
tain button to enforce its next message to be processed. This
enables exploring the consequences of different schedules
to better understand the problem in an execution.

Backtrack to a Previous Step. Time travel debugging enables
users to go back a few steps and reexamine part of the ex-
ecution of interest. In iDeA, backtracking functionality is
integrated onto the console-like screen which lists steps that
have occurred so far. This makes a review of prior events easy
and also offers an intuitive way to backtrack to a particular
step by simply selecting it.

We implement backtracking by collecting the states of the
actors for the executed steps. The state of an actor encapsu-
lates its behavior and the valuation of some local variables
configured by the user. At each step of the execution, the
state of the actor which processed the message is updated
while saving the previous state information. When the pro-
grammer backtracks to a previous step in the execution, the
actor states and the mailboxes corresponding to that step are
visualized. Our backtracking implementation does not cause
high memory overhead since (i) only a single actor state is
updated at each step and (ii) the variables of interest config-
ured by the programmer are collected instead dumping all
program variables.

4.3 Visualization Helpers
Positioning Actors. To prevent clutter in the virtual environ-
ment as the number of actors increase, iDeA allows for the
customized organization of the workspace in the following
ways:
• Specifying a general topography using the programmer
API. Figure 5 shows the ring topology for a systemwhere
an actor interacts primarily with adjacent actors. This
example also uses programmer specified icons for visu-
alization of the actors.

• Assigning a physical location to an actor while creating
it. This is useful for IoT applications where each actor
has a known geographic location.
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• Picking up and placing actors individually inside the
virtual environment to logically organize actors online.

As locomotion inside VR is a known cause of fatigue and
VR induced nausea, iDeA provides shortcuts to avoid the
need for movement inside the virtual environment. Essen-
tially, iDeA can also be used to its full extent seated and with
limited hand movement. Speed of animation and playback
can also be adjusted to avoid or reduce simulation related
sickness. Latency is almost negligible because of the simplic-
ity of geometric shapes and animations used.

Focus Area and Visualization Suppression. Quite frequently,
for a given execution of an asynchronous program, there are
a few actors that are of specific interest (while a general idea
of what other actors are doing is still required). Focusing on
these relevant actors can be quite easily achieved in the vir-
tual environment with the abstraction of a focus area. Users
are allowed to snap certain actors into/out of focus area–
which provides a handy way to focus attention on certain
actors while still engaging the peripheral visual system to
maintain track of actors not in focus (see Figure 10).

Along similar lines, to aid in the debugging process, there
is a provision of suppressing unnecessary visualizations, for
example initialization messages, networking messages, inter-
nal protocol messages and messages between actors that are
known to be bug-free. This can be done in code while pro-
gramming or online inside the virtual environment. Selective
visualization makes the overall debugging experience clearer
by de-congesting the environment and removing distractions
due to unimportant events.

Tracking Causality. Tracking the causal relationship between
messages helps in identifying problematic executions arising
from asynchronous communication. iDeA allows the user to
mark some actors with colors so that everymessage outgoing
from these actors in the future is marked with that color. As
shown in Figure 11, this allows to visually track messages
caused transitively by a specific actor.
This feature is useful for detecting atomicity violations,

where two messages are intended to be processed one after
the other but another concurrent message interleaves them.
Such an interleaving or violation will be explicit (see Figure
12) when actors are marked with different colors.

4.4 A Sample Debugging Scenario
Debugging an application using iDeA basically involves nav-
igating the execution replayed from a buggy trace and us-
ing the debugger functionalities at any point of execution.
Consider the buggy execution explained in Section 2. The
immersive visualization makes it easier to notice the prob-
lem at the point where a philosopher omits to release the
chopstick. There will be no visual message interaction be-
tween that Philosopher and the acquired Chopstick when the
Philosopher goes into the thinking state. Whenever another

Philosopher asks for that Chopstick, state queries on the ac-
tors will make the problem explicit. i.e., the state and the
red color of the Chopstick will show that it is busy, although
none of the actors currently acquires it.

During the debugging process, the users additionallymight
want to backtrack in the execution to observe the anomaly,
or use breakpoints to fastforward some parts of the trace.
To focus on the problem, the users might move the actors
with suspicious behavior closer to the focus area or suppress
messages of some other actors.

5 Related Work
Debugging Message Passing Systems. Several tools have been
proposed for improving the debugging of message passing
programs [8, 16, 18, 23, 28, 36, 44]. Closer to our focus of
debugging actor programs, Scala debuggers for actor pro-
grams [6, 13] allow for stepping over a message and present
additional information useful to extract the asynchronous
communication history in the system. Briefly, it saves the
stack frames at some specific points of execution (e.g., when
a message is sent to an actor) and displays them at relevant
breakpoints. Erlang debugger [14] allows for displaying the
message queue contents and shows the sent/received mes-
sages by processes. A recentErlang debugger CauDEr [31]
allows causally consistent reversible debugging, which en-
ables the user to undo the actions of a process. REME-D
[10] is implemented for AmbientTalk distributed applica-
tions running on mobile networks. It provides message level
breakpoints, allows for querying actor states and the history
of messages. While these debuggers improve debugging of
actor programs, they do not provide execution visualization
capabilities.
Postmortem debuggers analyze the recorded execution

traces to extract useful information for the identification of
software errors. Causeway [51], designed for communicating
event loop programs, extracts and displays the causal relation
of messages in the system. It presents a user interface with
different views for displaying the process order, message
order, stack explorer, and source code. However, being a
postmortem debugger, it does not provide online debugging
functionality.
The works in [40, 41] focus on supporting proper debug-

ger abstractions for different models of concurrency. They
design a protocol which customizes the debugger function-
ality (e.g., breakpointing at messages, transactions or atomic
blocks) depending on the underlying concurrency model.
Another work by the same authors [38] studies the bugs in
actor programs and identifies (but does not implement) the
main debugging techniques for analyzing actor programs.
iDeA implements the functionality discussed in these papers.
Concurrent to our work, Actoverse [49] is designed to pro-
vide debugger functionality for actor programs together with
a 2D visualization of the exchanged sequence of messages.
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Figure 10. Resource-4, Entity-C and
Resource-3 are placed in focus area for
specific attention.

Figure 11. When pingActor2 (marked
red), sends a message to pongActor2, it
will cause pongActor2 to be marked red
as well.

Figure 12. Entity-C (marked blue) is
sending amessage to Resource-5 (marked
red) (possibly problematic).

Visualization for Software Debugging. Research shows that
software visualization improves program comprehension
and debugging [7]. Along this direction, several program
analysis and debugging tools are proposed for exploring
program behaviour or performance issues [12, 19, 27, 46]
as well as exploring concurrency properties such as thread
interleavings or data races in multithreaded programs [35, 39,
53]. We focus on visualization for debugging of distributed
and message-passing programs.

Most existing visualization tools for message passing sys-
tems visualize the executions in 2D environments. Poet [29]
and Shiviz [1, 9] focus on visualization of the message com-
munication in distributed systems. Though these tools differ
in implementation and use, they basically instrument the
distributed system with some virtual clock information [30]
and visualize the order of messages as a 2D diagram. Viva
[33] is a visualization tool for event-based systems which
displays the exchanged messages and the dependencies be-
tween them extracted by a hybrid of dynamic and static
analysis. Akka-viz [5] is an experimental tool developed for
Akka programs. It provides different views including a 2D
graph showing the exchanged messages, state machine dia-
gram for the state transitions of actors, and allows inspecting
the local states of the actors. It allows for monitoring the
execution at runtime but is not integrated with debugging
functionality for actor programs.
Although debugging and visualization of distributed sys-

tems has been popular recently, to the best of our knowledge,
iDeA is the first tool designed for actor programs (i) to vi-
sualize the asynchronous interactions and (ii) to provide
debugging functionality interactively in an immersive vir-
tual reality environment.

6 Discussion
We have presented iDeA, the first immersive debugging and
visualization environment for actor programs. iDeA exposes
a rich set of visualization and manipulation capabilities for
inspecting and navigating program traces in the debugger.
It also provides a number of abstractions based on attention

and perceptual organization to effectively debug programs
in an immersive environment.
The debugging infrastructure of iDeA scales to all Scala

features and many number of actors. We have used iDeA for
debugging large real world Akka programswith some known
concurrency bugs, such as Gatling stress testing tool [17]
(~19750 LOC) and Raft protocol implementation [4] (~2930
LOC).
We now discuss some limitations of our current imple-

mentation as well as directions for future work.
First, while VR devices have made significant progress

with respect to capabilities, the resolution of current headsets
is not good enough to read detailed text, especially when
objects are far away. As a direct repercussion of this, raw
variable values are sometimes difficult to read. A provision
to read relevant source code has been therefore purposefully
omitted in the virtual environment. Future work may partly
address this by displaying selected or relevant parts of the
code (i.e., the message handler of an actor). A related point
is that because of limited UI options, it is not possible to edit
code inside the virtual environment. To make changes to the
code, the user is expected to take off the headset and use a
standard text editor or IDE. This limitation may however
not exist when using an augmented reality headset such as
Microsoft Hololens [43].

While this rules out certain forms of debugging, for exam-
ple, tricky sequential reasoning within an actor’s message
handling code, we believe that a large class of debugging
problems fall into the category where the sequential mes-
sage handling is understood and the debugging only involves
visualizing and understanding concurrent ordering of mes-
sages. We expect that in the coming years, VR will mature
as a medium and some of these current hardware limitations
shall be solved.

In terms of domain-specific visualization, we do not have
experience on how the system would scale as number of ac-
tors increase (over ~1000), especially in terms of conceptual
understanding of message provenance and actor states over
time. There has been some preliminary research into this
[42], but more work remains to be done in this direction so
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as to understand perceptual limits to tracking visual objects
efficiently in an artificial immersive environment. A compre-
hensive treatment of large-scale message visualization and
compression goes beyond the scope of this paper, but related
work in 2D visualization interfaces [24] can be adapted in
our system.

Increasing the number of actors also increases challenges
in keeping and directing user attention. For example, in the
presence of a large number of actors, it becomes difficult to
follow which actor is active. This is partially dealt with by
highlighting active actors. However, when the active actor is
not directly in field-of-view of the user, we currently do not
have ways to guide attention to it unobtrusively. Automati-
cally moving “hot” actors to the focus area can lead to too
much peripheral motion and induce VR sickness [32]. Further,
we do not yet provide automatic means of clustering actors
and messages. We leave these aspects to future work.

iDeA also leads to inter-disciplinary problems at the bound-
ary of software analysis, visualization, and perception. For
example, many fundamental questions about perceptual or-
ganization in artificial 3D immersive environments, such
as search performance or attentional mechanisms, are not
understood. In companion work in collaboration with cogni-
tive psychologists, we are exploring the perceptual models
underlying debugging tasks, such as search and attention in
a 3D world.
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